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characterisation

Harry Trellman
- narrator
- observer 15
- Oriental face 16
- old flame
- adultery taped (57)

Amy
- trillonaires 6
- shrunken
- Amy’s ex
- womaniser 24
- false quotes

The Adleskys
- Amy
- false quotes

The Hessingers
- Madge
- nihilist 34
- Mr.
- new rich 28
- love for ex
- Irish

Frances
- flat
- all
- Adlesky

psychological
- story behind the story 1/40

Humour
- black
- morbid
- stretch limo in cemetery 95
- graveside proposal (104)

introspective?
- 'I see myself'
- brains trust?
- report
- memories 42
- quotes
- flashbacks

point of view
- report
- memories 42
- quotes
- flashbacks

narrative
- bathroom: Amy & Madge
- Amy & Jay & I
- Asides

structure
- Amy & I
- Adlesky
- Madge
- 22, 32, 37, 41, 49, 62, 75
- 22, 32, 37, 41, 49, 62, 75

Weather
- Spring but snow & blizzards 29

Last sentence
- hope or hopeless?

Title?